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12V 2.0AH FUEL INSTALLATION DRILL/DRIVER KIT M12FDDXKIT202B BY

MILWAUKEE

The M12 FUEL Installation Drill/Driver Kit features 4 dedicated

solutions, delivering unrivaled access and control with up to

34Nm of max torque. The four dedicated heads which

includes a 3/8" Chuck, Offset Driver, a ¼" Hex, and a Right

Angle can attach in 16 different positions. This provides a 4-

in-1 drilling and driving solution that is purposefully designed

to reach uniquely challenging locations. The compact drill

driver features a slim tool profile and an inline grip in the

back of the tool that provides ultimate tool control and

unrivaled access. The top of the tool is flat, allowing the tool

to be placed flush against surfaces for additional access

when needed. The front of the tool is equipped with a

magnetic bit holder that securely holds multiple bits thus

enhancing efficiency. These unique features combined with

the tool's compact size and weight allows you to manoueuvre

the multi-head drill/driver for maximum versatility and access

hard to reach places. The modular drill/driver is equipped

with a POWERSTATE Brushless Motor, delivering you with

1600 RPM and 34Nm of torque. This provides you with the

necessary power for installation applications, especially in

electrical, cabinet installation, HVAC, automotive, and

remodel applications. The installation drill/driver features

REDLINK Plus Intelligence which protects your tool from

overloading or overheating. The compact cordless drill/driver

is powered by our M12 REDLITHIUM battery packs, delivering

SKU Option Part # Price

8730123 M12FDDXKIT202B $580

Model

Type Installation Drill/Driver

SKU 8730123

Part Number M12FDDXKIT202B

Barcode 4892210213228

Brand Milwaukee

Technical - Main

Chuck Type
9.5 (3/8") All Metal Ratcheting

Chuck

Brushless Motor

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 0.9 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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you with more runtime per charge and more work over the

life of the pack. Included:

(1) M12 FDDXKIT M12 FUEL Installation Driver

(2) M12 B2 M12 2.0Ah REDLITHIUM-ION Batteries, C12C M12

Lithium-ion Charger

(1) 9.5 mm Metal Chuck

(1) 1/4" Hex Driver

(1) Offset Attachment

(1) Right Angle Attachment

(1) Belt Clip

(1) Contractor Bag

Features:

4 tools in one for ultimate versatility

POWERSTATE Brushless Motor delivers fast drilling

Lightweight and compact to reach all corners and small

spaces

Offset attachment for access to edges and corners

Attachments also rotate in 16 positions to reach the correct

orientation

REDLINK PLUS Intelligence integrates full-circle

communication between tool, battery and charger to protect

from overloads, over-heating and over-discharge
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